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Effectively trained crane operators and daily inspections save time,  
money and lives. Inexperienced operators may cause unnecessary  
accidents that can put everyone at risk. The best way to prevent  
accidents is to make sure only trained and competent employees  
operate the crane and that the crane is inspected and maintained by  
an experienced operator.  

ProservCrane Group operator and safety training courses are designed 

specifically for crane operators and plant supervisory personnel who  

are responsible for overhead crane safety. Both experienced and novice  

operators will benefit from information concerning crane fundamentals 

for overhead and jib cranes. Additionally, our courses provide  

maintenance and production managers with an overview of the  

maintenance practices necessary to ensure maximum productivity  

from lifting equipment.

ProservCrane Group is committed to achieving excellence training for 

your company associated with crane operator safety. We help personnel 

build their skill and confidence in performance and easy or high level lifts 

in changing and complex conditions. Specialized on-site training courses 

are offered and regularly conducted on-site at customers work locations 

throughout the nation.

What You Can Expect:
1. Customized Training
    - Operator Training Programs to meet your specific equipment and  
       regulatory codes

2. Flexible Schedule - Your schedule is our Schedule
    - 1st, 2nd or 3rd shift 
    - We provide training where your schedule permits
    - Need 2 to 3 weeks notice for scheduling

3. Cost Effective
    - On-site courses are a great value when only a few employees  
       require training
    - Avoid costly expenses and per diem costs, airline tickets and  
      additional employee absence from their work location 

4. Expert Field Experienced Instructors
    - ProservCrane Group instructors have extensive crane operator  
      service knowledge.

After completing the course, operators and trainers will be better 

equipped to identify major crane components, understand the rules of 

safe crane operation and become familiar with the proper techniques  

to minimize load swing.
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Included with your course is a professionally developed and illustrated 

manual, a certificate of completion, informative brochures, and a wallet 

card for Train the Trainer attendees.

Course Outline:
- Safety in everyday use of an overhead or jib crane
- How to do a thorough visual inspection prior to each shift
- Procedures for lock-out tag-out
- How they should be addressed for cranes
- Proper hand signals
- How to inspect basic rigging gear
- Moving the load safely
- How to avoid hazards

Topics:
- Daily safe operation of the cranes functions
- Emergency shutdown procedures
- Visual wire rope and chain inspection
- Hoist limit devices and functions
- Pendants and remote control operations
- Operation of hoist, trolley and bridge
- Warning tags
- Load block, hook and latch
- Rigging gear, shackles and straps
- Moving load and personal safety
- How to determine load weight

Please call 1.800.835.2223 for your customized price package 
or email rnusselt@proservcrane.com
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